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WBP-200HD (single channel) & WBP-202HD (dual channel) are the brand new versions of the well-known  
ALTAIR Compact Series wireless intercom beltpacks. These new models replace their predecessors (WBP-200 
& WBP-202), keeping the compatibility with them and with all ALTAIR wireless base stations.  
 

The new Compact Series beltpacks offer an unmatching price-quality ratio, with a low-size design, impressive 
range and remarkable autonomy. Antennas are located inside the enclosure allowing a more comfortable belt 
fitting. When used along with an “HD” base station, WBP-200HD and WBP-202HD beltpacks will deliver a 
100Hz-7Khz audio quality, improving notably the clarity in the communication.  
 

Battery status can be easily checked using the front panel led bargraph, furthermore the beltpack features a 
low-consumption "call receive" mode and general low power circuitry. 
"Out of range" indication helps the user understand radio coverage and prevent possible communication 
dropouts. 

 
   MAIN FEATURES: 
- Range: Typical 50 to 350 m around base station. 
- HD AUDIO: HD High Definition Audio (100Hz -7KHz when used along with an "HD" base station). 
- New more accessible "MIC" button, placed on the upper side of the beltpack. 
- Estimated Battery life: 10 hours in full Duplex mode / 50 hours in Call receive mode. 
- Battery type: NI-MH. 3,6 VDC pack. 
- Charger: External case/wall mount charger allowing simultaneous charge of up to 4 Compact Series beltpacks 
- Headset connector: male XLR-4pin "mini". 
- Headset type: Selectable, dynamic or electret. 
- PHANTOM Power: Easy activation of phantom power using keystrokes. 
- Controls: Call. Volume level. Mic ON/OFF/PTT. Buzz ON/OFF. Vibrator ON/OFF. Easy access to RESET button. 
  Channel Select and “Stage Announce” key (only WBP-202HD) 
- Indicators: Call. Battery status, Low Batt. Mic ON/OFF. Buzz On/Off. In Range led. Vibrator. 
- Call Notification System: Light, Vibration and Buzzer. 
- Dimensions/ weight: 120x80x25 mm/ 160 gr. 
 

   COMPATIBLE ACCESSORIES: 
- Headsets: WAM-100, WAM-100/2, WAM-100S, WAM-100/2S, WAM-100/2SEC and WAM-100/2L. 
- Flight-cases: WBFC-200, WBFC-202, WBFC-200F, WBFC-202F. 
- Charger: WBPC-200 charger sold separately. 

 

 
   

 

 


